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The sport of scuba diving has become popular around the world today. It has become one of the
fastest growing tourist attractions at coastal regions. More and more tourists and even the natives
want to learn the skill of scuba diving in Vancouver. Most of the scuba diving training centers offer a
host of adventure opportunities to the scuba diving lovers and enthusiasts to participate in.

What is Scuba Diving Adventure?

There are different scuba diving adventures organized every week or month at the Vancouver
coastal region. The scuba diving schools and veterans organize the adventure trips to bring the
amateur as well as experienced divers face-to-face and give them an opportunity to experience the
thrill underwater and also enjoy the scenic beauty.

One can explore the beautiful coasts of Vancouver and also enjoy the flora and fauna under the
water surface. One is provided with experienced scuba guides, instructors and quality gear to
ensure the safety of the divers.

The top 3 scuba adventures that are worth it at the coasts include:

Sunday Safaris

The weekends are a special time that you want to enjoy to the fullest with your family. It is the time
when you want to pack your bags and take your loved ones and children in tow to some exotic place
and experience the nature. The Sunday Safari adventure is greatly enjoyed by family and friends
who want to spend some quality time together at a beautiful coastal place. You can enjoy scuba
diving and also relish the sight-seeing opportunity. The scuba diving training centers provide
certified PADI instructors and also offer quality scuba dive gear for safer dives.

The best places for this safari include Portaeu Cove and Sunshine Coast.

Night Dives

The night dive adventure offers the thrill of exploring underwater life and escaping into the a
completely different world under the sea surface. The night dives are accompanied by trained dive
masters and are performed with best quality dive gear. It is not an expensive adventure tour ranging
from 20$ to 25$. It generally begins after sunset until late night.

Private Guided Tours

The other form of popular tours is the private guided tours. People can hire their own dive masters
or PADI instructors and enjoy a private dive under expert supervision. These are a little expensive
tours ranging $100 to $150; however, the safety level is quite high and one can get individual
attention at these tours. People can pick up the scuba diving learning easily on such tours.
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Diving Locker - About Author:
Diving Locker is a Vancouver a scuba diving training centre that also offers scuba a dive shop
offering a wide range of scuba dive equipment and gear. The centre organizes different scuba
diving adventures supervised by PADI instructors.
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